Quantification of variability in breath-hold perfusion CT of hepatocellular carcinoma: a step toward clinical use.
To assess the variability of breath-hold perfusion computed tomography (CT) parameters and to investigate whether these measurements are affected by a commercial software upgrade in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Written informed consent was obtained from all participants in this institutional ethics committee-approved study. Perfusion CT examinations in HCC patients were prospectively analyzed by three readers. Two readers repeated their analysis after an interval of at least 4 weeks. Inter- and intraobserver agreement, as well as intersoftware agreement, were assessed with intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) and Bland-Altman limits of agreement (LoA), with adjustment for correlation between repeated measures. Ninety-three breath-hold perfusion CT examinations were included from 23 HCC patients. The ICC between readers was very high (>0.91) for blood flow (BF), high (>0.84) for blood volume (BV), and lower (>0.30 and >0.39) for mean transit time (MTT) and permeability surface area product (PS), respectively, while ICC between readings was high (>0.80) for BF and BV, good (>0.75) for PS, and lower (>0.38) for MTT, irrespective of software version. By using the current software, the clinically relevant percentage of LoA between readers for BF were -33%; for BV, -39%; for MTT, 55%; and for PS, -93%. Between readings by the most expert reader, the clinically relevant LoA were -35% for BF,-43% for BV, 33% for MTT, and -79% for PS. BF, BV, and PS values were significantly higher and MTT values were significantly lower (P<.01) with the current software version relative to the previous version. With the current CT perfusion software, only decreases between scans of HCC lesions of more than 35% for BF and 43% for BV, or an increase of more than 55% for MTT, could be considered beyond the analysis variability. The perfusion parameters obtained with the current and previous software versions were not exchangeable. The results of this study are specific for breath-hold perfusion CT of HCC and may not apply to different acquisition protocols and tumors.